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Phoenix Group repositioned for future growth

H2 2014 and beyond2009 – mid 2014

Cumulative cash generation of £4.5bn(1)
Incremental MCEV generated of £1.1bn

• Continued business simplification

• Enhance financial flexibility through

Total debt repayments of £1.7bn  - Further debt capital market 
issuance

I t t d dit ti
Accessed debt capital markets
Refinanced bank debt into single facility

- Investment grade credit rating

• Growth through accretive M&A
Refinanced bank debt into single facility 
and removed banking restrictions

3 3

Notes: (1)  Including Ignis divestment proceeds of £390m
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The Evolving UK Life Sector
Andy MossAndy Moss



The UK life sector is evolving…so what’s happening?

• Solvency II 

• Solvency II Directive
• Auto enrolment
• RDR

• FCA Retirement 
Income study preparation and 

implementation
• OFT Review

Pre 

Income study 
feedback

2014 2014 2015 2016

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3

• FCA thematic review of 
treatment of legacy customers

• Removal of Life Assurance 
Premium Relieftreatment of legacy customers

• Workplace pensions fee cap
• Budget announcement on  

annuities
• FCA Retirement Income study

Premium Relief
• New pensions freedoms
• FCA thematic review of fair 

treatment of legacy 
customers feedback• FCA Retirement Income study

Regulation has been the leading driver of change in the industry

customers feedback
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A ‘new world’ is emerging for new business writers

• Advice required given 
more choices and more 

complex retirement 
d b i

• Product innovation 
required

• Customer “wants” 
products but expensive 

for many
uncertain

• Customers still need 
income for their 
retirement

New 
products

Advice & 
guidance

Margin 
pressure

Increased 
technology

C

pgy

• Cheaper asset 
management products 

likely to emerge
• Downward pressure on 

charges

• Advanced platforms to 
improve the customer 
experience through use 
of technology
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chargesof technology



Closed funds are facing a significant uplift in complexity 
d tand cost

Regulation / legislation Challenges for closed funds

 Legacy products are complex to administer and 
manage• Long term political focus on accumulation /

Regulation / legislation Challenges for closed funds

manage

 Increased regulation may lead to requirement 
for further system investment

Long term political focus on accumulation / 
decumulation / support in old age

• Peers will be challenged by cross-
subsidisation of open and closed books

 Legacy book migrations are complex and 
expensive

 Fixed cost pressure as book runs-off

subsidisation of open and closed books

• Increased regulatory focus is here to stay

• Most legacy customers are now orphaned  Fixed cost pressure as book runs-off 

 Requirement to maintain specialist expertise

 Risks to persistency given new pension

• Most legacy customers are now orphaned 
from advice – decline of direct sales forces

• Focus on legacy products – customer 
outcomes and service levels Risks to persistency given new pension 

freedoms
outcomes and service levels

Opportunities to deploy the Phoenix closed life operating model
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Opportunities to deploy the Phoenix closed life operating model



Phoenix position on key regulatory and legislative 
h llchallenges

Annuities FCA thematic review Workplace pensions cap

 Volumes predicted to fall by 
between 20% - 90%

 Other country experience of 
it t k t

 Customer communications  0.75% for qualifying 
hIndustry annuity take-up rates 

between 10% - 80%
 Full cash take-up predicted 

between 24% - 56%
 Need for different products

 Back end charges
 Allocation of expenses 

schemes
 Further downward pressure 

on charges

Industry 
impact

 Need for different products

Phoenix

 Guidance Guarantee should 
support GARs but provided 
for £17m MCEV impact

 Strong product governance 
framework

 Cap does not apply to 
conventional with-profit 
schemes

Phoenix 
response

 New business value from 
non-GARs was £7m in H1

 Continue to write annuities 
and provide access to 
alternative products

 Back-end charges less than 
1% of funds under 
management

 No new business

 Approximately 90% of 
membership non-premium 
paying

 £40m MCEV impact 
assumed at HY14

Key industry challenges do impact but we predict are of a manageable scale

alternative products assumed at HY14
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Key industry challenges do impact but we predict are of a manageable scale



Phoenix’s focus on legacy management starts with an 
ff ti d t t d ti d leffective and targeted operating model

Life 
companies

• Consolidation of multiple life companies with 1. Transformed companies separate processes 
• Focus on improving customer outcomes and 

service levels
• Increasing regulation

Company
1

Company
2

Company
3

customer, IT and 
finance operations

2. Well controlled risksIncreasing regulation

“One”
• Service Companies established to provide 

competitive advantage through scale

3. Repeatable, scalable 
and sustainable 
processesOne

Service 
Company

competitive advantage through scale
• Platforms and systems are optimised to 

extract synergy benefits
• Operational risk is transferred to partners

processes

4. Leveraged lower cost 
offshore centres

Service 
P id

• Financial strength to invest - multiple clients
• Scalable and efficient operating platforms 

5. Future proofed 
technology

6 Reduced changeProviders • Enhanced risk and control environment
• Enhanced customer services capability 

Phoenix has an effective operating model already in place

6. Reduced change 
cost
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Phoenix has an effective operating model already in place 



Customer service levels have also improved 
FOS overturn rate (%)

32%
Target 
<33%

Speed of pension transfer pay outs (days)

12.2
Target 

<12 days

21%
10.1

H2 2011 H1 2014

Note: Consolidated FOS information only available from H2 2011

2011 H1 2014

Note: Phoenix first joined the ABI-sponsored Origo service for pension transfers in 2010

Customer satisfaction (%)

92.0%
Target 

Service complaints (as % of transactions)

0.25%
Target 
<0.5%

89.8%

g
≥90%

0.22%

• In addition, Phoenix has increased the distributable estate by over £900 million between 2010 – 2013, 
h l i i li h ld t

2011 H1 20142011 H1 2014
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helping improve policyholder returns



Key requirements for success in the closed life market

Demonstrable 
focus on product

Variable cost 
base supported focus on product 

governance
base supported 
by outsourcers

ImproveAbilit t i t Operating Customer Improve 
customer 
outcomes

Ability to migrate 
legacy books

Operating 
model

Customer 
focus

Ability to sourceAbility to source 
range of new 
products for 
customers

Build and retain 
specialist 
expertise

12



Our Operating Model
Tony KassimiotisTony Kassimiotis



Key operational challenges facing the UK life industry

R l ti
• More intrusive regulatory regime 

F S l 2 i l t tiRegulation • Focus on Solvency 2 implementation

• Use of skilled person reports / more deep dives

Costs

• Costs of regulatory change, with focus on investment in systems 

• Increasing fixed cost ratio as back books run off, with recent annuity 
changes accelerating long term cost issueCosts changes accelerating long term cost issue

• Requirement to retain specialist experts to manage legacy products 
e.g. with profits

Customer

• FCA focus on treatment of legacy customers requires enhanced 
product governance

• Challenge of low customer engagement with knock-on impact ofCustomer 
service

Challenge of low customer engagement, with knock-on impact of 
poor customer service on persistency and customer retention

• Increased propensity to complain with increased Claims Management 
Company activity
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Company activity



“Industrialising” effective closed fund management

Phoenix

STRONG GOVERNANCECustomer
Services & IT

Core Financial  
Management

Investment 
Performance

SUSTAINABLE PARTNERS
AND LEADING 

CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS

VE
R

• Strategic 
partners with 
proven track 
records

• Skilled staff 
that have 
demonstrated 
transformation

• Scalable model

• Investment by 

PROCESS 
SIMPLIFICATION

A
C

TU
A

L 
C

O
Vrecords 

(Standard Life 
and Henderson)

• Strong outcome 
focussed

transformation 
experience

• New and 
enhanced 
modelling and

y
partners

• Access to 
partner 
workforce, 

FUTURE PROOFED 
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS

C
O

N
TR

Afocussed 
oversight

• Access to 
leading 
investment

modelling  and 
warehouse 
tools (MG-
ALFA)

• Robust

,
skilled and 
sustained

• Partner 
management investment 

thinking
Robust 
governance

g

Scalability comes from common systems, simplified processes and market 
l di t

15 15

leading partners



How does our operating model help Phoenix meet the 
h ll f i l d lif f d ?challenges facing closed life funds?

O k i i l Ad tOur key principles

Converts fixed to variable costs – vital 
for policy run off

Advantages

for policy run off

Reduces future investment costs




• “Transformational” - at the core we deploy in-

house expertise, expert modelling systems and 
sustainable partners

Technology future proofing our 
administration capability

• Phoenix remains accountable for all customer 
outcomes and experience

• We want to be recognised as the industry 

Reduces our operational risk
g y

leader in Outsource Management

• We seek to build successful, profitable and 
sustainable partnerships with our Outsource

Reduces the major cost of regulatory 
change

sustainable partnerships with our Outsource 
Service Providers 

16 16



Phoenix’s outsource model goes further than just 
li d i i t tipolicy administration

Phoenix Operating Model Partnerships

• Mature operating contracts with Diligenta

Established

Customer 
Services
and IT

• Mature operating contracts, with 
demonstrable risk and cost transfer

• Diligenta our largest partner, with 
transformed operation, modern platforms

Diligenta
Capita
HCL
IFDS

2006

Core Financial 
Management

• Relationships established in 2013/14 in Fund 
Accounting built on previous experience

• Consolidation of 8 suppliers to 2
C lid ti t t i l d lli

HSBC
Milliman 2012Management • Consolidation to one actuarial modelling 

system

Milliman

Investment • Our most recent relationship, will benefit 
from streamlined interfaces transformed Standard Life 2014Performance from streamlined interfaces, transformed 
Investment Platforms Investments 2014

As a first mover we are in a great position to leverage our partnerships

171717

As a first mover, we are in a great position to leverage our partnerships



The administration outsourcing market is maturing

Total policy administration market Outsourcer market share

Admin Re
17%

Other
4%

Capita
55%

Diligenta
24%

Outsourced
41%

In-house
59%

Source: Company/Diligenta

• UK outsourcing market has seen significant consolidation in recent years
• Market is not attractive to new entrants as overall market is shrinking as policies run off and 

start-up/investment costs are high
• However, there is a market opportunity for existing players with proven systems and 

transformation expertise
• Position of new buyers of policy administration services is weaker than during the 2000s - we 

18

are in a strong position as an early adopter to leverage our existing agreements



We have transformed our actuarial and finance 
tsystems

New Technology,  Simplified Processes

• Virtualised services
• Cloud-based modelling 

technologygy
• Scalable finance systems
• Actuarial manual processes 

reduced from 900+ to 64
• ICA production time reduced 

Target
Operating

Model
MG- ALFA

Phoeni

• Fixed to variable costs on 
d kt d t i l

p
from 4 months to 3 daysPhoenix

Operating
Model

desktop and actuarial 
modelling runs

• Cost of change 30% cheaper 
• £132m MCEV uplift

Benefits

Next
Steps

• Efficient access to single data 
source 

• Faster decision making

19
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Phoenix’s outsource model goes further than just 
li d i i t tipolicy administration

Supplier Management Model • Asset management partners are Standard 
Life Investments Henderson and Castle Hill 1 2Life Investments, Henderson and Castle Hill

• Transition to SLI follows the same Phoenix 
Life Supplier Management Model principles

The Operating Model 
• Relationship Management
• Stakeholder Management

Obligations Management

1
Subject Matter Experts

-
Direct engagement with 
investment management 

2

• Close oversight of the transition process

• Agreed governance structure provides a 
simplified interface

• Obligations Management
• Risk Management
• Operational Management  

g
counterparts

Enshrined in Good3simplified interface 

• Simplification of front and back offices 
improves both cost efficiency and risk 
management

Enshrined in Good 
Governance Disciplines 

-
An Effective Committee 

Framework 

3

management

Progress of Standard Life Investments transition to date

• Almost 50% of AuM expected to
Equities
Transition in Aug 14
£10bn AuM

Equities
Transition in Aug 14
£10bn AuM

Liquidity 
Transition by FY14
£8.5bn AuM

Liquidity 
Transition by FY14
£8.5bn AuM

Real Estate
Transition in Oct 14 
£2.8bn AuM

Real Estate
Transition in Oct 14 
£2.8bn AuM

• Almost 50% of AuM expected to 
be on SLI’s target operating model 
by year end

• Further transitions expected in 

20
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Financial benefits continue to be harvested
Operational Efficiency

Policy run-off Costs(1) run-off

Investment Costs (£m)

75 Policy run off Costs run off 

2010 - 2011

2011 - 2012

6.9% 9.2%

6.7% 7.2%

75

35

2012 - 2013

Cumulative 
since 2010

11.2%(2) 9.6%

22.8% 23.8%

35

24

2011 2012 2013

• Multiple legacy environments have been 
transformed and rationalised

Annual investment reduced from £75m in 2011 to

• We are leveraging scale and capability of 
industry leaders

2011 2012 2013

• Annual investment reduced from £75m in 2011 to 
£24m in 2013

• Strategic change management is a core 
competence

• Cost of change reduced by minimum of 20%

• 2010-2013 cost run off @ 23.8% exceeds policy 
attrition rate @ 22.8%competence @

All underpinned by significant operational and financial risk transfer to our 
outsourcing partners 

21

Notes: (1) Cost measures based on Phoenix Life direct and allocated costs for running the closed life book operation
(2) Includes impact of annuity transfer to Guardian, resulting in a transfer of 322,000 policies on 1 October 2013



Phoenix is well placed for the future

Improved 
customer 
service

Modern 
flexible  

platforms

Increased 
scale and 
flexibility

Variable 
costs 

Retained operation is now centred in 
Wythall, with a small London operation 

i G f ti

Strong

covering Group functions

Actuarial efficiencies due to system 
lid tiGovernance consolidation

Streamlined asset management 




Operating 

Model

Systems and 
Platform 

Simplification

Transformed 
Retained 
Business
Process

g
interface model

Further rationalisation of retained 




Outsource  and 

Partner

processes, wherever they can be 
commoditised

Partner 
Services Further outsourcing of remaining 

commodity processes will be pursued
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Our Customers
Susan McInnesSusan McInnes



We have a large and diverse customer base

• We currently have c.5.5m customers 

• Originate from several hundred historic 

Policy number by original brand

brands – now all closed to new business 
other than contractual increments

• Most are no longer independently 
4%

2% 2%
1%

1%

Pearl

Phoenix Life (Non Profit)

Britannic Assurance and Swissg p y
advised

• Many customers originated from brands 
with in-house sales teams and continue

27%
6%

5%
4% Britannic Assurance and Swiss 

Life

Sun Alliance Life

National Providentwith in house sales teams and continue 
to have strong loyalty to the original 
brand

• Move to single Phoenix Life brand as
26%

Royal Life Insurance

ALBA (With Profit)

Move to single Phoenix Life brand as 
funds have merged

• Phoenix has a key role to play in helping 
decision making

27% Scottish Provident (With Profits)

London Life

decision making 

Our objective is to generate value for customers and shareholders

Scottish Mutual Assurance (With 
Profits)

24

Our objective is to generate value for customers and shareholders  



We manage a wide range of legacy products 
• Full range of complexity of product structure 

from simple savings through to income 
protection and pensions drawdown products

Policy number by product type

3% 2% 2% Pensionsp p p

• Largest categories are Pensions, 
Endowments and Whole of Life policies

36%14%
8% 5% Endowments

Whole of Life

Annuities

Term Assurances

• Typically products were purchased for a 
long term need – house purchase, pension 
or funeral planning which results in little 
need to engage for long periods

31% Bonds

Miscellaneous

Illness

need to engage for long periods

• We have built expertise in a wide range of 
products 21%

Policy number by fund type

• Our pensions book contains a high 
percentage of non-premium paying policies

43%
36%

Non profit

Unit linked

With-profit

Complex product set but limited exposure to any single product issue

25

Complex product set but limited exposure to any single product issue



Our customer agenda is complementary to the regulatory 
d liti l dand political agenda

Key challenges Actions we have taken to date

 Enhanced tracing to keep in touch 
with “gone away” customers• Customers are confused by the

Key challenges Actions we have taken to date

with gone away  customers 

Enhanced communications to 
remind customers of the product 

• Customers are confused by the 
extent of change in pensions

• Need to keep customers engaged p
and benefits 
Offered buy-outs for unwanted 
prod cts

enough to make informed decisions 

• Simplifying communications for 
complex products

 Allowed full freedoms for any 
i i l ti

products complex products

• Ensuring customers have product 
flexibility when needed  permissive regulation

Track record of customer actions will be built on in future

26

Track record of customer actions will be built on in future



Majority of Phoenix customers have smaller pension pots

Vesting pension pots by policy number (‘000s) Vesting pension pots by asset size  (£m)

14.8 14.2 262
227

4.9

180
197

227

Note: Based on expected 38 000 policies vesting each year amounting to c £930m total assets

4.9

2.9 1.2

< £10k £10-30k £30-50k £50-100k >£100k

65

< £10k £10-30k £30-50k £50-100k >100k

Note: Based on expected 38,000 policies vesting each year, amounting to c.£930m total assets 

• Over 75% of vesting policies have less than £30k, with only around 10% of Phoenix 
customers having more than £50k 

• However, pots greater than £50k make up 46% of vesting policies by total assets
• Wide range of pension pot size, average being c.£25,000, with opportunity for Phoenix to 

satisfy a wide range of customer needs in future

27
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Retirement Journey: Our experience of customer 
b h i t d tbehaviour to date

Increased commutation of smaller pots (<£10k)Current high levels of deferral

17%

49%
GAR

annuitants

59%
Non-GAR
annuitants

50%
vested

50%
deferred

Non-GAR 
annuitants

25%
annuitants

Post budget

Pre Budget32%
deferred

GAR • Current Phoenix assumption that non GAR

68%
vested

GAR 
annuitants

• Current Phoenix assumption that non-GAR 
take up will decline by two thirds and GAR 
take up to decline by 20%

• Annuities remain popular for larger fund sizes

Decisions are heavily dependent on pot size but to date in line with our 

Annuities remain popular for larger fund sizes
• Interest in “doing nothing” for smaller pots

28

financial assumptions 



New product offerings being explored by Phoenix Life 
ill ti f th f ibl t i twill satisfy the range of possible customer requirements

Customer needs Phoenix solution

 In-house annuity or provision via 
partnership

Customer needs Phoenix solution 

partnership

Existing products being explored 
to allow flexibility of drawdown

• Income for life

• Tax efficient way to take full cash to allow flexibility of drawdown

Full freedom of cash being offered 
for all DC products

over time 

• Immediate cash 


Existing maturity dates can be 
extended to allow pots to remain 

for all DC products
• Inheritance planning for small non-

critical pots

invested

Flexibility from the existing product set with partnerships developed to 
complement

29
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Our reaction to the change in pensions landscape

 Our expectation is that there remains a need for income for life and we 
ill ti t it iti f b th GAR d GAR tOutlook will continue to write annuities for both GAR and non-GAR customers 

 We expect the market and customer behaviour to evolve over the next 
few years

 We intend to operate a “test and learn” approach to amending products 
Product 

Innovation 
and will use partnerships to test more complex product offerings with our 
customer base

 We expect political pressure to continue on exit charges which may in 
time drive change

Exit Charges
 Our total exposure to exit charges is less than 1% of our unit-linked 

pensions funds under management

Exit Charges 
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Opportunities for Growth
Fiona ClutterbuckFiona Clutterbuck



The UK life sector is evolving

• Annuity writers 
impacted by recent

Niche 
insurers

Individual annuity 
providers

Pension insurance 
companiesClosed fund operatorsimpacted by recent 

reforms
– Potential to result 

in “effective” 
l f

insurers providers companies

closure for some

• Back books could 
Waterfront 
providers Open life insurers Mutuals

consolidate given 
high fixed costs to 
manage

• SIPP and income 
drawdown expected 
to grow substantially

Savings 
specialists Specialist savings providers

IFAsB2CWealth B2B
to grow substantially

Platform
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What might things look like in 2020 for those without 
b i l ?new business scale?

• Loss of profitable income stream 

Consolidation 
through M&A

p
from writing annuities

• Rising fixed cost ratio as back books 
run-off through M&A 

activity is  the 
logical conclusion

run off
• Focus of Regulator on customer 

outcomes limits ability to cut costs
• Retention issues for experienced logical conclusion • Retention issues for experienced 

staff to manage legacy products and 
platforms

33



Long term consolidation drivers impacted by short term 
k

Key drivers for consolidation

unknowns

Issues on timing

 Evolving regulatory regime, including impact of 
Basel III on bancassurers

? Ability of larger players to focus on driving value 
from back books internally

 Old world policies and back books less of a 
focus for open life companies

? Awaiting clarity on Solvency 2 impact on capital 
positions

 Cost of legacy back books will approach sub 
critical mass 

 I t t i d i t h l / l tf t

? Outcomes from FCA legacy customer review still 
unknown

? S f l i iti fit bl Investments required in technology/platforms to 
achieve economies of scale 

 Specialist skill sets required to manage back 

? Success of open players in writing profitable new 
business in future

? Costs pressures from a declining book may take p q g
books

Ti i f lid ti i l i i l t t i t

p g y
time to bite

34

Timing of consolidation is unclear given ongoing regulatory uncertainty



Potential opportunities of up to £340 billion are held by 
i t f f d t tvarious types of owners across a range of product types

Potential market opportunities by owner Potential market opportunities by product type 

35%
UK life

17%
Bank owned 

life 
companies

27%
With profits

UK life 
companies

48%
F i

15%
Non profit

59%
Unit linked

Foreign 
owned life 
companies

Source: Company. Analysis based on 2013 FSA returns. Excludes Phoenix Group. 
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Flexibility to finance transactions and potential to 
d li i ifi t l ti d hdeliver significant value generation and cash
Acquisition financing and potential sources of cash acceleration and value generation1

Potential value and source 
of cash acceleration and 
value generation will vary 
depending on specific target

 Closed Life

 Value accretive 

Acquisition criteria

 Protects dividend

Value creation
Internal 

sources / 
equity 

financing

Debt 
financingg

Gearing 
level to

Pre-acquisition 
MCEV

Acquisition price Discount to EV not 
included in 

acquisition price

Restructuring Risk management Operational 
management

Outsourcing Asset management Post-acquisition 
MCEV

35% 
gearing

level  to 
support  
IG rating

q p

1 Not to scale
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Phoenix is well positioned to capitalise on the 
i it bl lid ti f th l d lif t

• UK’s leading specialist consolidator of closed life funds

inevitable consolidation of the closed life sector

• UK s leading specialist consolidator of closed life funds
• Simple and scalable model, focused on improving policyholder and 

h h ld t
• Efficient administration platform with a variable cost base, together with an 

effective outsourcer oversight model

shareholder returns

 effective outsourcer oversight model

• Track record of enhancing value through management actions

• Financial flexibility to fund acquisitions
• We are M&A ready, with an experienced deal team and proven integration 

capability
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Wrap-up
Clive BannisterClive Bannister



Phoenix remains the solution for legacy book 
tmanagement 

2015 and beyondPhoenix’s key advantages 2015 and beyond

Size and scale across all product types

Phoenix’s key advantages

Ability to manage wide range of products gives 
significant economies in an acquisitionSize and scale across all product types



significant economies in an acquisition 
environment 

Operating structure designed purely for closed life 
Specialist operating model



consolidation 
Established partners provide strong capabilities 

Enables the highest value to be extracted from a
Management focus, skills and expertise

Enables the highest value to be extracted from a 
deal whilst ensuring our customers are not 
disadvantaged

Scalability of operating model
Costs run off as the business runs off 
In M&A scenario, management action benefits of 
moving acquired business to our operating model
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Disclaimer and other information

• This presentation in relation to Phoenix Group Holdings and its subsidiaries (the ‘Group’) contains, and we may make other 
statements (verbal or otherwise) containing forward-looking statements and other financial and/or statistical data about the Group’sstatements (verbal or otherwise) containing, forward looking statements and other financial and/or statistical data about the Group s 
current plans, goals and expectations relating to future financial conditions, performance, results, strategy and/or objectives

• Statements containing the words: ‘believes’, ‘intends’, ‘will’, ‘expects’, ‘plans’, ‘aims’, ‘seeks’, ‘continues’, ‘targets’ and ‘anticipates’ or 
other words of similar meaning are forward-looking. Such forward-looking statements and other financial and/or statistical data 
involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances that are beyond the Group’s control. For 
example certain insurance risk disclosures are dependent on the Group’s choices about assumptions and models which by theirexample, certain insurance risk disclosures are dependent on the Group’s choices about assumptions and models, which by their
nature are estimates. As such, actual future gains and losses could differ materially from those that the Group has estimated

• Other factors which could cause actual results to differ materially from those estimated by forward-looking statements include but are 
not limited to: domestic and global economic and business conditions; asset prices; market related risks such as fluctuations in
interest rates and exchange rates, and the performance of financial markets generally; the policies and actions of governmental 
and/or regulatory authorities, including, for example, new government initiatives related to the financial crisis and ultimate transition to 
the European Union's “Solvency II” Directive on the Group’s capital maintenance requirements; the impact of inflation and deflation; 
market competition; changes in assumptions in pricing and reserving for insurance business (particularly with regard to mortality and 
morbidity trends, gender pricing and lapse rates); the timing, impact and other uncertainties of future acquisitions or combinations 
within relevant industries; risks associated with arrangements with third parties; inability of reinsurers to meet obligations or 

il bilit f i th i t f h i it l l ti t d d d t d thunavailability of reinsurance coverage; the impact of changes in capital, solvency or accounting standards, and tax and other
legislation and regulations in the jurisdictions in which members of the Group operate

• As a result, the Group’s actual future financial condition, performance and results may differ materially from the plans, goals and 
expectations set out in the forward-looking statements and other financial and/or statistical data within this presentation. The Group 
undertakes no obligation to update any of the forward-looking statements or data contained within this presentation or any otherg y g y
forward-looking statements or data it may make or publish

• Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast
• Any references to IGD Group, IGD sensitivities, or IGD relate to the relevant calculation for Phoenix Life Holdings Limited, the

ultimate EEA Insurance parent undertaking

41Classification: public


